Lynx Technology Partners FISMA/NIST
Compliance and Security Consulting Services for Higher Education
Lower your risk and increase efficiency in meeting your university’s comprehensive security
compliance needs with Lynx’s leading subject matter experts, tools, and processes.
Implement and demonstrate compliance with FISMA/
NIST security controls or risk losing federal funding. That
is the challenge higher education institutions face. Yet few
universities and colleges have the security and compliance
expertise or resources required to plan, implement, assess,
and continuously monitor evolving risks as needed for
FISMA/NIST compliance. That’s where Lynx Technology
Partners come in.
The certified security professionals at Lynx Technology
Partners can guide and support your team through any
single element of FISMA compliance or across the full
6-step NIST Risk Management Framework process: System
Categorization, Control Selection, Control Implementation,
Control Assessment, Authorization, and Continuous
Monitoring.
Whether your IT systems are managed in-house or by a
third party, you can always trust Lynx consultants for rapid
project implementation, best practice insights for achieving
compliance, and ongoing support to help your institution
monitor and maintain compliance.

ABOUT LYNX
Lynx Technology Partners is the trusted Information Security
and Risk Management Advisor that customers in highlyregulated industries worldwide depend on to improve
security posture, facilitate compliance, reduce risk, and
refine operational efficiency. With world-class skills and
knowledge capital built over 30 years, Lynx security experts
help customers recognize and control IT-related risks and
maintain compliance with major industry and government
standards. Through consulting, security and risk assessments,
penetration testing, managed security services, and an
award-winning GRC solution, Lynx supports many critical
projects for security-conscious leaders in Financial Services,
Federal, Energy, Healthcare, State Government, and Higher
Education. For more information, please visit LynxGRC.com.

Compliance Benefits
Seamless Security Program Management:
Adding complexity to your resource
management is the last thing you need.
When you work with Lynx , we’ll closely
collaborate with both your internal team
and your other security vendors to ensure
that FISMA/NIST requirements are met
across all projects, providing flexible yet
consistent support even as development
schedules and timelines evolve.
Experienced, Certified Consultants:
Leverage the strong architecture
and compliance expertise of Lynx
consultants—a mastery acquired from
years of serving highly regulated and
secure organizations in Government,
Healthcare, Finance, and Energy. Our
consultants can join your team to advise
and assist in completing all requirements
and documentation to satisfy FISMA/NIST
3rd party security assessments.
Efficient, Thorough Risk Assessment:
Lynx Technology Partner’s certified team,
tools, and processes provide extensive
reporting and documentation that
simplifies and speeds up meeting your
institution’s comprehensive compliance
requirements. Our agile compliance
teams work fast and can adjust quickly to
changing requirements and timelines.
Continuous Monitoring: Maintain
FISMA/NIST compliance, reduce security
risk, and maximize your return on
investment with cost-effective, ongoing
monitoring tools and services you can
count on from Lynx Technology Partners.
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